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Abstract
This article reviews the advances in molecular genetics that have led to the identification of genes and markers
associated with meat quality in pig. The development of a considerable number of annotated livestock genome
sequences represents an incredibly rich source of information that can be used to identify candidate genes respon-
sible for complex traits and quantitative trait loci effects. In pig, the huge amount of information emerging from the
study of the genome has helped in the acquisition of new knowledge concerning biological systems and it is opening
new opportunities for the genetic selection of this specie. Among the new fields of genomics recently developed,
functional genomics and proteomics that allow consideringmany genes and proteins at the same time are very useful
tools for a better understanding of the function and regulation of genes, and how these participate in complex
networks controlling the phenotypic characteristics of a trait. In particular, global gene expression profiling at the
mRNA and protein level can provide a better understanding of gene regulation that underlies biological functions
and physiology related to the delivery of a better pig meat quality. Moreover, the possibility to realize an integrated
approach of genomics and proteomics with bioinformatics tools is essential to obtain a complete exploitation of the
available molecular genetics information. The development of this knowledge will benefit scientists, industry and
breeders considering that the efficiency and accuracy of the traditional pig selection schemes will be improved by
the implementation of molecular data into breeding programs.
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INTRODUCTION
During the last decade, the genetics of pig meat

quality has became subject of increased research and

the improvement of this trait is at present an essential

element to support meat consumption and to satisfy

the consumer’s demands for excellent eating, healthy

and nutritional quality. The increasing consumer’s

awareness of food quality and the development of

the field of genomics have driven pig breeding

companies to consider with more attention meat

quality, and to include quality traits as an integral part

of selection programmes, where DNA markers can

be incorporated.

Meat quality is a composite concept as pointed out

by Cameron [1] and therefore it is difficult to measure

meat quality in a simple and unique manner. Meat

quality traits are complex characteristics of

considerable importance to the producers, consumers

and processing industry, and the measurement of

these traits usually include measurements assessing

backfat, intramuscular fat, marbling, loin eye area,

water-holding capacity, pH, glycolytic potential,

colour, tenderness, juiciness and flavour.

Meat quality is influenced by a large number of

factors including muscle characteristics (fibre size

and type, fat and connective tissue), production and

environmental conditions [growth rate, nutrition,

age, (pre-) slaughter conditions and post-mortem

ageing] and the genetics of the animal (breed, geno-

type). Genetic effects play a crucial role in ‘designing’

pig carcass composition and quality, although the

heritability of quality traits is quite low [2]. Generally,

between 10% and 30% of the variation in meat

quality traits and meat products (ham), such as
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ultimate pH, colour, water-holding capacity, drip

loss, tenderness, marbling, etc. is determined by the

genetic background of the animal [2].

The traits determining meat quality are difficult to

improve by traditional selection, because the heri-

tability is quite low and the measure for the quality

traits is difficult, expensive and only possible after

slaughter. Moreover, the lack of knowledge on the

number of genes for the single qualitative character-

istics of meat, on the quantitative effects of the single

genes and on their interactions represents a limit

for the complete exploitation of the opportunities of

a selection plan. Molecular genetics can overcome

these limits, offering new opportunities to the

improvement of meat quality, as it supplies tools

to analyse the quantitative genetic variability directly

at DNA level with the possibility of detecting the

individual genes influencing the qualitative

characteristics.

Meat quality traits are controlled by an unknown

number of genes mapping in quantitative trait loci

(QTL) regions and some of these individual genes

may have large effects on a specific trait. The main

goal of genome research in farm animals in general is

to map and to characterize trait loci [3, 4].

A lot of work has been carried out in this field to

find potential genes or chromosome regions respon-

sible for (or associated with) meat quality and

processed meat products, but to date the knowledge

of genes and their interactions that are involved in

meat properties are very limited. As a consequence,

the understanding of meat quality on a genetic basis

is scanty. At the present time, the main task of

genetics is to identify factors in the molecular or

biological components of meat quality that will be

useful for marker-assisted selection in breeding,

giving the opportunity to ‘design the meat’ by

genetic and molecular methods [5, 6].

Aim
This review aims to describe the current status of

genomic meat science research in pigs and the recent

developments in functional genomics to get a better

understanding of molecular determinants of pheno-

typic variation of meat quality traits.

APPROACHESTO IDENTIFY THE
LOCI OFMEATQUALITY TRAITS
Genome research in pigs progressed rapidly in

recent years, and our understanding of the pig

genome has rapidly evolved from the localization

of genes on specific chromosomes to high density

marker maps [7].

With the development of molecular markers,

porcine genomic maps have been largely enriched in

the last few years. The pig genome database includes

more than 3000 genes and more than 6600 markers

(http://www.animalgenome.org/pig/) (Table 1).

In the near future, the pig whole genome will be

completely sequenced and this result represents a key

milestone to exploit the pig genome and to detect

the molecular basis of meat traits. The whole pig

genome sequencing began in 2005 [8] and its first

draft is expected to be finished in early 2009 (target

of 3X genome coverage sequencing). Porcine single

nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) discovery for

exploitation in breeding is ongoing and several

large projects have been completed; for example, the

‘Sino-Danish Pig Genome Project’ has published the

pig genome sequence with <1X coverage [9] as well

as EST [10] and SNP data [11], and other relevant

projects are currently being initiated by INRA-

Genescope initiative [12, 13].

The availability of an increasing number of nearly

complete genome sequences is a source for a very

high number of microsatellites and SNP markers.

All these genomic informations coming out from

a number of projects on porcine genome, will allow

the identification of gene markers for meat quality,

providing significant insights into the molecular basis

of phenotypic variation of production traits and

assisting breeders in pig selection [5, 14].

Genome scan based on linkage mapping DNA

markers and candidate gene used in association

tests are two main strategies to identify, to map and

to characterize trait loci influencing meat quality

[4, 14, 15].

Genome scan approach
The ultimate goals of the genome scan approach are

identifying the genes that underlie polygenic traits

Table 1: Current status of genes, ESTs and SNPs in
pig (Source: http://www.animalgenome.org/pigs/dbEST
release101907)

Number Updated

Gene 3095 Oct 2007
ESTs 1471876 Oct 19 2007
SNPs 6625 March 2007
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and a better understanding of their physiological

and biochemical functions. In fact, a QTL region

often spans 5–30 cM, and it is too large to find

the target genes, so a fine mapping analysis needs to

be performed. The fine mapping of a specific QTL

is the goal of genome scan and it began in the

relevant region by adding genetic markers and

increasing the marker density to the linkage map

[4, 16, 17].

In pig, the first QTL study was carried out in

1994 [18]. The first such discovered QTL was a

major locus for fat deposition on chromosome 4.

Since then, quantitative trait loci have been

identified for a large number of traits segregating

within numerous breeds. Recently, a specific porcine

QTL database—PigQTLdb—became available

(www.animgenome.org/QTLdb/) [19]. Over the

past 15 years, QTL results from more than 100

papers have identified more than 1500 QTL

(Figures 1 and 2). An extensive summary can be

found at the new database PigQTLdb that combines

all the published QTL information and allows the

user to search by, chromosome, trait or key words

from the publications [19, 20].

The main goal of setting up a QTL database was

to summarize the most important QTL mapping

results in pigs, in order to be able to select regions of

interest for future researches with regard to different

traits of interest. Traits were grouped into main

classes as growth, fatness, carcass, reproduction and

meat quality.

Some traits have extensive numbers of QTL

(i.e. fatness), while others (i.e. health, disease

resistance) have had few being discovered.

Several groups have worked on the identification

of QTLs controlling meat quality in pigs. QTLs

with significant influences on meat quality were

located on almost every porcine chromosome. In

PigQTLdb, more than 1000 QTLs are reported for

meat quality [7, 20] and nine chromosomes were

identified as being of most interest with regard to

meat quality traits: SSC2, SSC4, SSC5, SSC6, SSC7,

SC11, SSC14, SSC15 and SSC17.

It is interesting to note that only a limited number

of the found QTLs have been further investigated to

the point that a known causative mutation has

been implicated. These include IGF2 for muscling

[21–23] and PRKAG3 for meat quality on chromo-

some 15 [24, 25]. Moreover, another QTL mapped

on chromosome 2 and with effect on tenderness

is associated with CAST gene, even if the causative

mutation responsible for the QTL is not yet reported

[26, 27].

As a consequence of the fact that only a few QTLs

have been characterized at the gene level, the

implementation of marker assisted selection (MAS)

in commercial breeding is limited [16]. There may

be several reasons for this. For example, most of the

QTL detection experiments were conducted on

experimental crosses. It is not clear to what extend

the detected QTLs are polymorphic within com-

mercial populations and therefore it is necessary

to perform QTL mapping within commercial

populations [16]. Another drawback is the low

map resolution of most of the experiments.

However, even if the average distance between

Figure 2: Number of porcine QTLs by chromosome.
(Source: adapted from PigQTLdb http://www.animal
genome.org/QTLdb/pig.html, updated January 2007).

Figure 1: Identification of porcine QTLs from 1994 to
2006 (Source: PigQTLdb http://www.animalgenome.
org/QTLdb/pig.html, updated January 2007).
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markers is about 2–3 cM, some large gaps exist in

the pig genetic linkage map (http://www.marc.usda.

gov/genome).

Scientific advances in DNA marker technology

resulting from moderate resolution linkage maps and

advances witnessed in plant breeding raised high

expectations for MAS in livestock. Unfortunately,

these expectations of the rate of inclusion of MAS

into animal production have not been fully realized.

Failures include the use of genome scans that result in

wide QTL regions exceeding 50 cM, thus containing

hundreds of potential candidate genes. This outcome

complicates the application of specific markers into

outbred populations because marker–QTL relation-

ships must be established on a within-family basis.

Another rate-limiting step is that the size of the

observed effect for a given QTL may be too small to

validate because of the costs and time constraints,

thus affecting the application of experimental find-

ings to commercial populations [9, 16].

Critically, we may conclude that QTL mapping,

up to date, is not very successful in the identification

of genes underlying complex traits, like meat quality.

The usually applied linkage analysis approach for

detecting QTL in genome scans has limited power

and QTL are positioned inaccurately. However, in

view of the time-span since it first became possible to

map QTL in pigs, a serious advance has been made

and several developments, which may contribute to

future success, have been published. These include

genomic resources, animal resources, techniques and

improved statistical methods. Moreover, whole

genome scans for markers in population-wide

linkage disequilibrium with QTL become feasible

with the availability of dense marker maps combined

with new analysis approaches [16].

IMPORTANTGENESAFFECTING
MEATQUALITY TRAITS IN PIGS
Researchers are currently looking for genes influenc-

ing genetic potential for meat quality traits to select

animals. This is a promising approach because

genotyping is now increasingly easy and less

expensive to perform. The pig genome database

include more than 3000 genes and 1 400 000 markers

(Table 1) and the proliferation of genomic informa-

tion is rapidly expanding and in constant progression

[17, 19]. The extensive research, carried out by many

different groups, in an effort to expand the basic

knowledge regarding genes for quantitative traits, is

reflected in the huge increase in the number of genes

from January 2004 to October 2007 (Figure 3).

Up to now, several genes influencing body

composition and meat quality have been identified

using both candidate gene and genome scan

approaches.

Two major genes affecting pig meat quality are

known: Ryanodine receptor (HAL o RYR1 gene)

that regulates Caþþ transport across muscle cell

membranes [28] and Rendment Napole (RN) gene

that affects glycogen content of muscle [25].

Halothane sensitivity or Halothane gene is also

referred as porcine stress syndrome (PSS) gene has

been extensively studied. The PSE defect of meat,

characterized by pale, soft and exudative muscles, has

the same inheritance as PSS or malignant hyperther-

mia syndrome (MHS). The economic consequences

of PSE defect are clear through its negative effect on

the most important qualitative characteristics of

meat: colour, texture and drip loss [1, 2, 28].

These adverse effects result in meat appearance

(unacceptable for the consumers), reduce the

production yield of cooked ham and increase the

seasoning loss of dry-cured hams [29–31]. PSE meat

is caused by an extensive protein denaturation due to

a higher rate of glycolysis and low pH values early

post-mortem in combination with the simulta-

neously high temperatures [29]. Halothane sensitivity

also affects carcass traits and it is well documented

that halothane positive pigs give heavier, shorter and

leaner carcasses than halothane negative pigs [29].

Figure 3: Pig genes discovery from January 2004 to
October 2007 according to Entrez Gene database
(updated 29 October 2007).
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On the whole, the gene definitely improves carcass

lean content, but has a detrimental effect on pH,

colour, drip loss, intramuscular fat and it reduces

meat tenderness and juiciness. The molecular

mechanism responsible for the effect of the HAL
gene on carcass leanness and muscular hypertrophy

remains to be elucidated. PSS phenotype is caused by

an R614C missense mutation in RYR1 gene

(Ryanodine receptor 1 is an ion channel that

regulates the release of Caþþ in skeletal muscle).

A recessive mutation of the gene causes susceptibility

to malignant hyperthermia, which can be triggered

by stress or exposure to the anaesthetic gas halothane.

Individual carrying the halothane gene are highly

susceptible to stress accompanying pre-slaughter

treatment, even with careful handling. This can

result in a 90–95% incidence of PSE, production of

carcasses that are 3–4% leaner with less backfat [29].

The HAL (RYR1) locus was mapped to porcine

chromosome 6 [30]. A DNA test for the defective

allele (HAL 1843TM) is patented and used widely

throughout the world [28]. World wide, the

frequency of this defective allele has decreased to

nearly zero, though some lines maintain the gene, in

order to capture the increased lean meat produced

from heterozygous pigs.

The Rendment Napole (RN) gene has been

object of several studies over the last years as this is a

single major gene affecting the meat quality traits in

pigs. The RN gene identified in the Hampshire breed

has two alleles, a dominant mutant allele RN� and a

recessive normal RNþ allele. The mutation in the

RN gene is associated with reduced Napole yield and

leaner carcasses, and it results in poor meat quality

having a lower pH because of post-mortem degrada-

tion of glycogen, described as ‘acid meat’ [32].

The RN gene was mapped to chromosome 15 in

1996 and after several years Ciobanu et al. [24]

reported the identification of the causative mutation,

which encodes a muscle-specific isoform of one of

the regulatory subunits of adenosine monophosphate

(AMP) activated protein kinase complex (named

PRKAG3). Additional mutations were found in the

PRKAG3 gene associated with meat quality of pork

loin [24, 26, 27]. The results of the studies clearly

indicate that PRKAG3 plays a key role in the

regulation of energy metabolism in skeletal muscle.

The RN� phenotype, associated with elevated

glycogen content in muscle, has no effect on early

post-mortem pH values but results in a pH24h value

which is associated with worsened water-holding

capacity (WHC) and higher reflectance [32]. This

phenotype occurs at high frequency only in the

Hampshire breed. The test for the RN� mutation is

being used to remove the defect from primarily

Hampshire-based lines and this genetic test represents

another important additional tool to be used by pig

breeders to improve meat quality.

Pig breeding companies are now paying more

attention to meat quality and they are including

quality traits as an integral part of selection programs

to obtain simultaneous improvement in both quality

and production traits. In Table 2 genes and markers

being used in the swine industry are reported.

These and other genes/markers will be utilized at

all levels of the meat pork industry/pork chain to

improve carcass composition and meat quality.

The development of the pig gene identifications

has stimulated interest in breeding for meat quality

and this is particularly interesting where the trait

cannot be measured on the selection candidate, but it

needs to be measured on its relative’s post-mortem

with high costs [5, 6, 13, 33]. The advantage of

incorporating markers into selection programs can

Table 2: Main markers associatedwithmeat and carcass quality in pigs applied in the industry [13]

DNA marker/Gene Developer Trait First application Reference

HAL1843 (CRC1) Guelph/Toronto Stress susceptibility; MQ; Yield/FC 1991 [28]
MC4R ISU/PIC DG/FC/Lean 1998 [35]
RN-/rnþ (PRKAG3) INRA/Uppsala/Kiel; ISU/PIC MQ 1997/1999/2000 [24, 25]
IGF2 Liege/Uppsala Lean 2002 [21^23]
MQ (several genes) PIC and ISU/PIC MQ 2001 [33]
CAST ISU/PIC MQ 2003 [26, 27]
RL, DA PIC RL, DA 2003 [5]

MQ, meat quality; FC, feed conversion; DG, daily gain; RL, reproductive longevity; ISU, Iowa State University; INRA, Institut National de la
Recherche Agronomique, France.
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provide a very useful resource and tool. Some recent

new markers for meat and carcass quality with

relevant effect include polymorphism in the genes

coding for calpastatin (CAST) [26, 27], insulin-like
growth factor 2 (IGF2) [21, 22, 34], melanocortin

receptor 4 (MC4R) [35]. The molecular tools that

are now available make possible to use a relatively

large number of candidate genes and this facilitates

the development of additional markers for each trait.

RECENTADVANCES IN
FUNCTIONALGENOMICSAND
THEIR APPLICATION TO PORK
MEATQUALITY: NOVEL
INTEGRATIVEGENOMICS
STRATEGIES TO IDENTIFYGENES
FORCOMPLEXTRAITS
Recent technological advances have created new

opportunities to study the complex field of meat

quality traits in pigs considering a more holistic view

of the biological system under study with respect to

meat traits. Instead of focusing only on the discovery

of a single gene or DNA markers that co-segregate

with a qualitative characteristics of pig meat, in

recent times the researchers focused their interests on

elucidating complex traits by the detection of the

large-scale molecular gene expression profiles, gene

clusters and networks that are characteristics of a

biological process or of a specific phenotype [35].

Thanks to the development of high-throughput

techniques such as DNA arrays and proteomic

approaches allowing a global view of gene expres-

sion, it is now possible to add functional genomics to

the range of approaches available for understanding

the molecular basis of pork meat quality [36–39].

The application of these new genomic tools has

the advantage of generating information in parallel

on multiple genes and gene products, which in turn

provides the opportunity to identify pathways and

interacting genes [4, 38, 40]. In this way, the

approach is providing insight into epistatic effects of

genes that can further improve the understanding of

the genetic component of meat quality.

In recent years, no other methodological

approach has transformed molecular genetics more

than the use of microarray. This technology has led

the way from studies of the individual biological

functions of a few related genes, proteins or, at best,

pathways towards more global investigations of

cellular activity [41].

The development of this technology immediately

yielded new and interesting information and has

produced more data that can be currently dealt with.

It has also helped us to realize that a simultaneous

molecular and structural genomic analysis is a

prerequisite for the elucidation of the complex and

interrelated processes affecting the phenotypic vari-

ability of a quantitative trait [42].

However, the application of the microarray

technology has many issues to be dealt with.

A main issue relates to the analysis of results from

microarray experiments [43, 44]. Limitations to data

analysis exist, although basic standards have been

established and there is much to be improved with

regard to data interpretation [45–47]. Although the

image acquisition is well advanced, there are no

standards at the level of data filtering, which is done

according to the researcher’s experience, leading to

discrepancies at this early stage and preventing a high

degree of reproducibility [46, 48]. As consequence,

data comparison is difficult. Normalization, a process

that adjusts microarray data for the effects that arise

from variation in the technology rather than from

biological differences, is another important early step

in the analysis process. Fortunately, continuous

progress in normalization issues is being made. Only

with the establishment of commonly accepted

protocols and routines will a better cross-evaluation

become feasible [37, 48, 49]. The Microarray Gene

Expression Data (MGED) Society is pushing towards

common protocols for transcription analysis. Apart

from quality issues, data interpretation is currently the

main bottleneck in microarray analysis. In particular,

the automated integration of complementary infor-

mation in analysis algorithms is not very well estab-

lished. In part, this is because of both lacking common

nomenclature and data not stored in an easily queried

format. The Gene Ontology Consortium and similar

initiatives have taken on the crucial task of providing

such a common framework [47–49].

The current challenge for genetic research on

meat quality traits is to integrate structural and

functional genomics [38, 41] and also to associate

data from the different ‘omic’ sciences with pheno-

typic data. This process is facilitated by rapid

developments in bioinformatics, which has followed

the rapid expansion in genomic research. More

generally, bioinformatics is becoming crucial for the
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analysis of expression data with the ultimate

objective to extract biologically meaningful informa-

tion from the list of differentially expressed genes.

A variety of bioinformatics tools are available for

data-mining depending on the question being asked

[49, 50]. Many experts indicated that bioinformatics

and computational biology approaches will be major

areas of emphasis in the next few years in both

research and practical usage even for pigs [17, 51].

THE APPLICATIONSOF
FUNCTIONALGENOMICSTOTHE
DETECTIONOF GENESAFFECTING
MEATQUALITY
The high-throughput, recently developed ‘omics’

techniques are capable of uncovering associations

between previously unknown molecules (DNA,

RNA, proteins and metabolites) or previously

uncharacterized DNA/protein sequences and phys-

iological traits of interest. Genomics in general and

transcriptomics in particular describe a new scientific

field midway between genetics and physiology, and

are thus capable of generating new biological

hypotheses that can then be further studied by

more focused approaches [4]. This will impact

mainly on the characterization of complex traits,

which are governed by interactions between many

genes with small effects. An example of such

a complex trait is pork tenderness, which depends

on connective tissue characteristics, lipid content,

fibre composition, level of proteolysis in muscle and

all complex biological aspects in themselves [52].

The field of transcriptional profiling is relatively

new, especially for work in the livestock species and

then also in pigs. On the whole, available pig

transcriptomic data for microarray projects are

somewhat fragmented and sparse. Many different

platforms are being used and up to now, even if the

most known commercial platforms available for the

pig are the Qiagen-Operon-NRSP8 13K oligonu-

cleotide array, the 20k porcine genechip from

NRSP8 and the Affymetrix 23K Porcine

GeneChip [49]. From the end of September 2007,

an additional Pig oligo set platform (25K Pig

microarrays, http://www-crb.jouy.inra.fr/BRC/

form-e.htm) is available.

Much of the data and publications are in the very

early stages of understanding RNA expression

profiles and expression studies on meat quality in

pig using microarray have not yet developed. In pig,

gene expression profiling approach has been used up

to now by some groups to better understand the

changes in gene expression during porcine muscle

growth and development using samples from

different pig breeds [53–57].

The identification of differentially expressed genes

for muscle growth and development may be of high

importance also for both genetic and physiological

studies related to pig meat quality. The first aim

when looking at gene expression in muscle is to get a

better understanding of biochemical characteristics of

the tissue (muscle type), which influence meat

quality traits.

Papers have been published recently on embry-

onic and reproductive tissues [58–62] on porcine

brain [63] liver and adipose tissue [64] and one study

combined microarray analysis, SNP detection within

expression candidates, and association and physical

mapping analyses to find liver genes affecting carcass

traits [65].

The functional genomics approach will provide

the opportunity to investigate global changes in

known or unknown genes expression in muscle and

to associate them with phenotypic characteristics,

and these new approaches will generate new

candidate genes to be tested for marker-assisted

selection to improve meat quality in pig.

The development of genomic application in

animal science may allow the discovery of gene

networks and classes of genes that affect and are key

drivers of a specific physiological state or a specific

phenotype of a quantitative trait.

CONCLUSION
Future research in pig genetics and meat quality will

be the availability of the sequenced genome and

large-scale DNA arrays or SNP chips to perform low

cost genome scan. It is foreseeable that the emerging

functional genomics technologies will allow the

identification and mapping of functional allelic

variants affecting meat quality and animal perfor-

mance in commercial populations. The increasing

value of genomics and the potential of genomics

to increase the control both of qualitative char-

acteristics of meat and of many economically

important physiological functions are expected to

further contribute to improve meat and carcass

quality in pig.
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